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ABSTRACT

Background: Cancer is the second leading cause of death globally. Programs to reduce these deaths through widespread screening have been implemented worldwide. However, no single cancer type is responsible for the majority of deaths, and existing programs address a handful of cancer types individually, at a cost of a cumulative increase in false positives per screening program added. Development of new technologies has enabled the simultaneous detection of multiple cancers with high specificity, making “universal cancer screening” possible. Blood-based tests leveraging methylation biology or mutations in cell-free DNA (cfDNA; refs. 4, 5), and/or proteomics (6), have demonstrated the ability to detect multiple cancer types, including many without current screening paradigms (e.g., lung cancer in persons not eligible according to current screening guidelines). Altogether, this evidence supports the potential for novel, multi-cancer early detection (MCED) tests that can be applied to population-wide cancer screening (7).

Introduction

Cancer is the second leading cause of death globally. Programs to reduce these deaths through widespread screening have been implemented worldwide. However, no single cancer type is responsible for the majority of deaths, and existing programs address a handful of cancer types individually, at a cost of a cumulative increase in false positives per screening program added. Development of new technologies has enabled the simultaneous detection of multiple cancers with high specificity, making “universal cancer screening” possible. Blood-based tests leveraging methylation biology or mutations in cell-free DNA (cfDNA; refs. 4, 5), and/or proteomics (6), have demonstrated the ability to detect multiple cancer types, including many without current screening paradigms (e.g., lung cancer in persons not eligible according to current screening guidelines). Altogether, this evidence supports the potential for novel, multi-cancer early detection (MCED) tests that can be applied to population-wide cancer screening (7).

Nearly all prior modeling efforts have focused on stage shift and mortality outcomes of single-cancer screening programs (8), leaving a gap in models addressing the potential impact of MCED in a population. Our recent assessment of data from the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) program showed that stage IV cancers are responsible for 48% of cancer-related deaths within 5 years of diagnosis but only 18% of cancer diagnoses. Reducing this hazard to that of earlier stages (e.g., by early detection) could reduce 15% of total cancer mortality among persons aged 50–79 (9). These simple calculations underscored the burden of stage IV disease, but do not capture more sophisticated aspects of a potential multi-cancer screening strategy, including the published performance of blood tests across cancer types and stages (5), as well as the preclinical sojourn time during which otherwise asymptomatic cancers might be detectable by such testing. Applying insights obtained from prior models of single-cancer screening paradigms (Supplementary Methods and Materials), we constructed a simple, efficient model for predicting diagnostic yield and stage of diagnosis due to screening with a MCED test, and the resulting potential effect on mortality across all cancer incidence (supplemental code/data at https://github.com/grailbio-publications/Hubbell_CEBP_InterceptionModel).

Materials and Methods

Overview

This interception model, a state transition model (Supplementary Methods and Materials), estimates the results of a screening program using a MCED test (5) when added to usual care. Starting with the observed total incidence and stage at diagnosis of cancers, we extend these data with assumptions (Supplementary Methods and Materials) about the duration of cancer in each stage before diagnosis by usual care. Given published data (5) detailing cancer cases that are detectable by a cfDNA-based multi-cancer detection assay, we model (i) the opportunity to intercept cancers before diagnosis by usual care, resulting in earlier stage at diagnosis, and (ii) the potential mortality benefit expected from that earlier stage at diagnosis.

Population cancer incidence and death data

We obtained from the National Cancer Institute’s SEER program crude incidence and 5-year cancer-specific survival (Supplementary...
Fig. S1) for all persons aged 50–79 when diagnosed with malignant primary cancer in one of 18 regions from 2006 to 2015 and followed for vital status through December 31, 2017 (10). We chose this age range to minimize competing risks of non-cancer–related deaths among persons aged 80 and older and to overlap with the target population of existing cancer screening recommendations [e.g., United States Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) breast, colorectal, and lung]. Additional SEER data specifications are detailed in Supplementary Methods and Materials and Supplementary Table S1, including definitions for ICD-O-3 site and histologic groupings reflecting Liu and colleagues’ (5) MCED performance and stage at diagnosis (categorized as I, II, III, IV, and unknown). SEER’Stat software (version 8.3.6) was used for all SEER calculations.

Herein we define usual care to represent real-world cancer diagnostic processes (e.g., screening, incidental detection, symptomatic workup) as captured by SEER. This is a snapshot of current practice, including imperfect adherence and limited access to health care. The scenarios assessed herein involve supplementing usual care with a hypothetical screening program involving a MCED test.

**Interpretation of sensitivity and specificity of a multi-cancer early detection test**

Reported sensitivities from a MCED test analyzed individuals found by usual care to have cancer (5), reflecting the population fraction at each stage who produced signals detectable by the test. Given that cancer is a progressive disease, we assume that individual cancer cases progress to increasing detection (i.e., when cancer “signal” exceeds the detectable threshold) by stage. Therefore, individuals not detectable at a given stage (or screening event) would not be detectable at any earlier stage (or screening event); conversely, individuals detectable during any given stage, would also be detectable at all later stages.

We apply this assumption to the stage-specific sensitivity estimates for each cancer type from a cfDNA-based MCED test (Supplementary Methods and Materials and Supplementary Fig. S2; ref. 5). This assumption requires that sensitivity estimates are nondecreasing by increasing stage for each cancer type; estimates were adjusted by isotonic regression weighted by the number of observations available per stage. For uncommon cancer types that were not categorized in specific sensitivity groups (Supplementary Methods and Materials) or cancer types that are unstageable/not staged conventionally (e.g., leukemia, myeloma), where stage shift cannot be modeled, we imputed zero sensitivity.

Sensitivity in preclinical stages is based on that observed in the case-control study. We then reconstruct the detectable fraction (the fraction reaching a signal level above threshold) per stage per cancer type to match the observed sensitivity values, implying that individuals not detected at a given stage remain undetectable until their stage progresses (Supplementary Methods and Materials and Supplementary Fig. S3). This reconstruction is therefore a conservative under-estimate of the potential stage at which an individual becomes detectable.

**State-flow model and algorithm operation**

We devised a simple state-transition model to predict the expected diagnostic yield and stage shift arising from intercepting cancers before discovery by usual care (the “interception model”). We assume the same cancer can only be found once, cancers that are not detectable at some time cannot be found by screening at that time, and in the absence of overdiagnosis, screening only rearranges cancers through time and does not increase average incidence (Supplementary Methods and Materials). Combining these assumptions results in an algorithm to estimate rates that starts with the incidence under usual care for each cancer type and stage, and then divides that incidence among earlier stages based on the properties of the MCED test, the duration of cancer, and the screening schedule. This algorithm is implemented using the R programming language and the tidyverse (11, 12).

We note that any cancer found in a given year must have been missed by previous screening events and usual care. This splits into three situations (13): (i) invasive cancer had not yet developed at any previous screening; (ii) invasive cancer had developed, but was not detectable at the time of any screening events; (iii) invasive cancer was detectable, but the individual did not have a screening event. The second and third situations apply to every stage before clinical diagnosis. Given the relative rate of such situations, we compute the stage at diagnosis resulting from implementing screening with a MCED test, yielding the incidence at each stage both for those cancers intercepted and those remaining to be found by usual care.

The prevalence round of a screening schedule is the round at which an individual is first screened by a test, and incidence rounds of a screening schedule are rounds at which individuals have been previously screened. The long-term performance of a screening program is dominated by the performance in the incidence rounds (13). We outline the operation of the algorithm for incidence rounds.

The states and transitions in the model are illustrated in Fig. 1A. The operation of the algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 1B–D. Results are computed independently for each cancer type, and aggregated to summary values as shown in Fig. 1B–D.

Usual care results in the SEER distribution of cancers by stage (lower gray boxes; Fig. 1B). No diagnoses are made using the MCED test and the upper pink boxes contain zero incidence. All diagnosed cancers at a given stage arrive from either a detectable state or a non-detectable state: the ratio here is determined by the MCED test properties by cancer stage and type. Working backward, some detectable cancers at a late stage must not have been detectable at an earlier stage. This illustrates the backward pass of the algorithm in which the fraction of cancers that are detectable by the MCED test at each stage prior to detection by usual care is estimated.

An idealized screening schedule (14), wherein all cancers detectable by screening have a MCED screening event during the earliest stage they are detectable (Fig. 1C), estimates the maximum benefit from screening. From the distribution in Fig. 1B, the algorithm proceeds forward: cancers detectable at each successive stage are intercepted and removed from outgoing flows to later stages. This prevents double-counting of incidence. Because cancers detectable in previous stages have been intercepted, screening by a MCED test finds the newly detectable cancers in each stage. As not all individuals become detectable by the MCED test before being found by usual care, some incidence at each stage is found by usual care. This illustrates the forward pass of the algorithm to compute the yield and stage distribution.

In practice, screening events miss some cancers, and the algorithm must be supplied with the rate of cancer progression (Fig. 1D). Starting with the distribution from Fig. 1B, the algorithm works forwards with positive rates of progression. This computes the stage distribution and yield resulting from a screening schedule interacting with a scenario of tumor growth rates.

These three examples illustrate the fundamental principle: that starting from the incidence at the original stage of clinical presentation, the algorithm back-calculates to find the stages at which a proportion of that incidence become detectable, and then working forward, the
proportion of the detectable incidence that is intercepted due to screening is calculated, and the proportion that is missed by screening progresses in stage and potentially to detection by usual care.

This algorithm computes the yield and stage distribution of cancers that would have been diagnosed by usual care in the span of one year. Because incidence rounds are all similar in yield and stage shift (stationarity, Supplementary Methods and Materials; refs. 15–18), the rates computed here are exactly equal to the rates of those cancers diagnosed by screening and usual care within the span of a given year. This reflects that incidence of cancer removed from a population by previous screening is replaced by incidence gained from the future by screening.

The expected rate and stage distribution for individuals undergoing their first screening (prevalence round) may be computed (Supplementary Methods and Materials and Supplementary Table S2) but fluctuate based on tumor growth rate scenarios. Performance in

Figure 1.
Interception model scenarios. Figure 1 contains an interception model schematic (A) wherein shapes represent states of cancer cases, and arrows between states represent a transition from one state to another. The circle labeled NC (noncancer) represents the precancerous state, from which incidence flows to a cancerous but prediagnosis state (transparent shapes), which terminate at diagnosis (colored boxes). Transparent shapes infer the cancer was either detectable by MCED (diamonds) or not (circles) ahead of the diagnosed state; cancer is diagnosed either by MCED test (interception before usual care; pink boxes) or via usual care (gray boxes). Cancer being a progressive disease is reflected by arrows always pointing to later stages; detectability being progressive (e.g., cancers becoming more detectable by stage) is reflected by arrows going from circles to diamonds. B–D illustrate interception model inferences under multiple scenarios: No MCED test screening, Idealized screening schedule, and Fast tumor growth, respectively. Stage shift and incidence are computed for each scenario covering one year of incidence. B, All incidence diagnosed by usual care: this results in the current SEER distribution, illustrating potentially detectable cancers by stage. C, An idealized screening schedule results in all cancers detectable by MCED screening before usual care found at the earliest possible stage. D, Annual screening schedule with a fast tumor growth scenario causes cancer progression to later stages due to cancer evolving faster than the screening interval.
incidence rounds is less affected by tumor growth rate, and we report in the main text incidence results based on their robustness.

Robustness to uncertainty in preclinical sojourn (dwell) time for cancers

The ability of a test to detect cancers is only one component of the performance of a screening program. The threshold sensitivity of the assay determines population fractions of detectable individuals; however, this is further reduced by the schedule sensitivity of a given screening schedule. Even an assay with perfect sensitivity cannot intercept a cancer that progresses to diagnosis by usual care between screening events. This affects both the diagnostic yield of cancers as well as the stage at which they are found.

Reliable natural history parameters for cfDNA-detectable cancer cases are not yet available; therefore, we performed a robustness analysis considering plausible durations per cancer type and stage. Preclinical sojourn time reflects the total time before diagnosis by usual care of an invasive cancer and we divide this duration into a dwell time per stage for our model. Three scenarios were chosen varying durations between slow (3–7 years in stage I, depending on cancer type), fast (2–4 years), to aggressively fast (1–2 years). Following multiple Cancer Intervention and Surveillance Modeling Network (CISNET) models (19–21), within each cancer type and stage, we approximated dwell time with an exponential distribution. The stage at which usual care would diagnose a cancer is subject to a competing risk (discovery by usual care) and assigned a shorter dwell time distribution. Later stages were assumed to span less time than earlier stages, reflecting cancer as a progressive disease (Supplementary Methods and Materials and Supplementary Table S3).

Dwell times interact with a periodic screening schedule to produce the rate of progression of cancer missed by the screening. The algorithm requires an estimate of the slip rate: the probability per detectable individual that the tumor progresses before a screening event occurs. This is precisely the probability that no screening events happen while an individual is detectable at a given stage (Fig. 2). For the simplest case where slip rates only depend on stage, this quantity can be computed by integration or stochastic approximation given the distribution of dwell times (Supplementary Methods and Materials).

An idealized screening schedule (Maximum Interception Scenario; MIS; ref. 14) estimated the maximum yield, stage shift, and mortality benefit from screening with a MCED test by setting the slip rate to zero. Under maximum benefit, the effect of stage shift on cancer mortality. Summary statistics are given for both the subset of incidence intercepted by the MCED test, and the resulting incidence that would remain to be found by usual care.

Overall, when modeling for the maximum benefit, 485 (41%) of all cancers would be intercepted by a MCED test (Table 1), whereas the remainder would be found by usual care. Depending on cancer growth rate, this could be adjusted downward by the schedule sensitivity to 312 (26%) in the most aggressive growth rate scenario. In all scenarios, 110 cancers are unstageable and account for 52 deaths within 5 years, which are conservatively assumed to be unaffected by screening as stage shift cannot be modeled for such individuals.

Under maximum benefit, the incidence of cancers found by usual care is heavily weighted toward early-stage cancers, with only 12% of late-stage cancers found in this set. In contrast, 68% of the intercepted

Results

Modeled benefits

For the period 2006–2015, annual cancer incidence averaged 1187 cases per 100,000, with 409 of those cancers diagnosed at late (III+IV) stage with 110 cases not stageable for this model (Table 1). Usual care is supplemented with a screening program involving a MCED test under five scenarios: no MCED screening, three scenarios with annual MCED screening but different cancer growth rate assumptions, and the maximum benefit realized from idealized screening. For each, modeled results are recorded in three sections: effect of screening using a MCED test to intercept cancers, the resulting incidence that would otherwise be stage shifted, and finally, the effect of stage shift on cancer mortality. Modeled mortality benefits from stage shift

This model computes stage shifts due to interception by a MCED test, and we estimate improvements in mortality conditional on the stage at interception. Following multiple models (13, 22–24), we divide survival into the lead time until the date of diagnosis by usual care, during which individuals do not die from their cancer, and survival after that time during which cancer-specific mortality can occur. This avoids shortened lifespan due to early detection (25). Differences in mortality then accumulate after the date of original diagnosis. We report the difference in 5-year mortality statistics before and after the stage shift is applied as a simple estimate. This benefit accrues after the dates of original diagnosis and is spread across time after a variable delay. We note that screening particularly affects the fate of individuals who are expected to die within 5 years of their original diagnosis (Individuals Expected to Die, IED), and report metrics associated with such individuals.

Modeled mortality benefit from stage shift

This model computes stage shifts due to interception by a MCED test, and we estimate improvements in mortality conditional on the stage at interception. Following multiple models (13, 22–24), we divide survival into the lead time until the date of diagnosis by usual care, during which individuals do not die from their cancer, and survival after that time during which cancer-specific mortality can occur. This avoids shortened lifespan due to early detection (25). Differences in mortality then accumulate after the date of original diagnosis. We report the difference in 5-year mortality statistics before and after the stage shift is applied as a simple estimate. This benefit accrues after the dates of original diagnosis and is spread across time after a variable delay. We note that screening particularly affects the fate of individuals who are expected to die within 5 years of their original diagnosis (Individuals Expected to Die, IED), and report metrics associated with such individuals.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Incidence</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Probability</th>
<th>Mortality Benefit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2

Influence of screening schedule on stage at diagnosis. Figure 2 illustrates that the screening schedule affects not only the probability of being intercepted, but also the stage at diagnosis. This individual may only be intercepted in stage II, if detectable at stage II. Even if detectable at stage I, this individual cannot be found by this screening schedule before stage II, and “slips” to stage II. Similarly, if this individual is not detectable during stage II, they will only be found by usual care at stage IV. Given distributions of dwell times and a screening schedule, the probability of such events can be calculated and applied in the algorithm.
cancers would have been late stage under usual care (i.e., “68% of pre-intercept cancers”); postinterception, only 15% would be late stage due to earlier detection, a reduction of 78%. This corresponds to an absolute reduction of 257 cases per 100,000 in late-stage cancers, a 63% reduction of all cancer incidence in late stage. Dependent on the cancer growth rate, the effect of schedule sensitivity would decrease the absolute number of cancers intercepted, but those intercepted have a similar late-stage reduction across scenarios. This change in proportion could be detected in a two-armed experiment with from 10,500 to 170,000 person-years of cancer risk per arm (power $= 0.95$, significance level 0.05) plus associated follow-on time.

Figure 3 illustrates the effect of MCED screening by individual stage for the MIS scenario on both the intercepted cancers and those remaining to be found by usual care. Figure 3A shows the cancer incidence intercepted by screening (485/1187; light gray bars). For those cancers intercepted, we show both the stage that usual care would have found them (light gray bars). Figure 3B shows the portion of the total cancer incidence by stage that would be found by usual care despite implementation of the MCED test (702/1187; dark gray bars). For those cancers intercepted, we show both the stage that usual care would have found them (light gray), as well as the stage at which they are intercepted (pink). Figure 3C (bottom row) extends this to the effect on mortality due to stage shift. The cancer incidence intercepted (485/1187) includes a high fraction of cancers that would have been diagnosed at a late stage, but once shifted to an earlier stage, improved mortality is observed (Fig. 3C). For example, after 5 years from the original date of diagnosis, 45% would have remained alive even if not intercepted, 21% would have survived due to interception, and 34% would have died, whereas the cancer incidence and stage remaining to be found by usual care (702/1187) consisted of early-stage cancers having relatively low mortality (Fig. 3D). For example, after 5 years, 82% would be alive and 18% dead, suggesting that cancers not found by the MCED test are relatively well controlled by usual care. Barplots illustrating the effect of other tumor growth scenarios on stage can be found in Supplementary Fig. S4.

### Table 1. Summary interception statistics for one year of incident screening (estimating long-term performance) across cancer growth rate scenarios with and without MCED test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario (years in stage I)</th>
<th>No screening</th>
<th>Cancer growth scenario</th>
<th>Idealized screening</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total cancer incidence (100K person years), $n$</td>
<td>No MCED</td>
<td>AggFast (1–2) Incident</td>
<td>MIS (NONE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Found usual care, $n$ (% total cancer)</td>
<td>1,187 (100)</td>
<td>875 (74)</td>
<td>816 (69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercepted, $n$ (% total cancer)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>312 (26)</td>
<td>371 (31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False positives, $n$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>692</td>
<td>692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True positives, $n$ (PPV = % of positives)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>571 (35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage shift</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total late (III–IV), $n$ (% total cancers)</td>
<td>409 (34)</td>
<td>409 (34)</td>
<td>409 (34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final late (III–IV), $n$ (% total cancers)</td>
<td>409 (34)</td>
<td>233 (20)</td>
<td>206 (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction late, $n$ (% total late)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>$-177$ (43)</td>
<td>$-204$ (50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breakout by mode found</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage III–IV usual care, $n$ (% found usual care)</td>
<td>409 (34)</td>
<td>183 (21)</td>
<td>148 (18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage III–IV pre-intercept, $n$ (% intercepted)</td>
<td>0 (NaN)</td>
<td>226 (72)</td>
<td>261 (70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage III–IV post-intercept, $n$ (% intercepted)</td>
<td>0 (NaN)</td>
<td>50 (16)</td>
<td>58 (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction (III–IV), $n$ (% late intercepted)</td>
<td>0 (NaN)</td>
<td>$-177$ (78)</td>
<td>$-204$ (78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individuals expected to die (IED) in 5 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total IED, $n$ (% total cancer)</td>
<td>393 (33)</td>
<td>393 (33)</td>
<td>393 (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final IED, $n$ (% total IED)</td>
<td>393 (33)</td>
<td>393 (33)</td>
<td>393 (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction IED, $n$ (% total IED)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>$-74$ (19)</td>
<td>$-84$ (21)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All numbers are per 100K people per year. Aggressive: all cancers assumed to have very short dwell times due to aggressive growth; Fast: all cancers have slightly longer dwell times and grow quickly; Slow: all cancers even longer dwell times, slow growth. No MCED: usual care results with no MCED screening. Abbreviations: MIS: maximum interception (idealized screening), cancers that can be intercepted are found at the earliest possible stage. See dwell time in methods.
Case scenarios of interest

One case of interest assumes the cancer types with USPSTF-recommended screening (breast, cervical, colorectal, and high-risk lung cancer) are already receiving the maximum benefit from any screening, so that supplemental screening does not affect that fraction of cancer incidence (Supplementary Methods and Materials and Supplementary Tables S4 and S5). For incidence rounds at maximum benefit, 320 (27%) cases would be intercepted. A total of 71% would have presented at late stage, but only 15% would be at late stage after interception; this would result in an 80% reduction in late stage in those intercepted (an absolute reduction of 181 per 100,000), or an overall 44% reduction in late-stage cancer incidence. The resultant relative death reduction based on cancers intercepted would be 35% (an absolute death reduction of 68 per 100K), leading to a relative mortality reduction of 17% in all-cancer mortality.

Outcomes following the first year a screening test is introduced (prevalence round) are in Supplementary Table S2. Because the predictions are variable (due to the number intercepted being directly proportional to the dwell times), results are reported only in the supplement.

Modeled harms

Three primary categories of harm occur in a screening program: overdiagnosis, false positives, and direct harms from the test. Overdiagnosis is not explicitly modeled, however, over the 50–79 age range, competing mortality risks are approximately 2% per year (10). If intercepted cancers are shifted from 5 years in the future on average, this would result in an approximate 10% increase in incidence due to diagnosis of cancers in individuals who would otherwise die from non-cancer–specific causes.
False positives are determined by the specificity of the test (reported as 99.3%; ref. 5). This is an overall false-positive rate based only on the noncancer individuals screened and does not accumulate based on the number of cancer types reported. This implies 692 individuals per 100,000 would be falsely positive, and may experience a diagnostic odyssey. We conservatively assume that this rate does not decrease after screening with a MCED test, so that each year new systematic false positives are found at the same rate. This results in a final positive predictive value (PPV) of 41% for the maximum benefit scenario. Schedule sensitivity could reduce this to 31%.

Additional harms are difficult to estimate in the absence of interventional evidence. The test consists of a standard blood draw that is generally considered safe, without the need for immediate invasive procedures. Several previous studies of other cancer screening tests with higher false positive rates have evidenced minimal indirect harms (e.g., anxiety, etc) of receiving test results (26–29).

Discussion

We constructed this interception model to handle a screening test that incorporates cfDNA and, therefore, is sensitive to multiple cancer types. Because the MCED test can potentially detect cancer at any site, the effect of screening aggregates across many sites simultaneously rather than concentrates on a particular organ. In addition, detection of a given cancer by the MCED test relies on cancer biology (e.g., tumor shedding) and not a snapshot of a specific anatomic site (e.g., imaging breast or lung, etc.). Existing models primarily treat screening tests as independent, uncorrelated observations, even when scanning the same individual. In contrast, the threshold sensitivity behavior of the MCED test leads to correlation between screening rounds that must be accounted for in the model. Combined with the fact that incidence rounds have stable incidence, these observations lead to a relatively simple estimator of the total effect of screening including potential stage shift and corresponding mortality benefit.

We examined the robustness of our findings across a broad range of tumor growth rate assumptions and found the majority of the effects of a MCED test were preserved. We demonstrated that a MCED test could produce absolute numbers of potential immediate (within 5 year) deaths averted (77 to 100 per 100,000 per year) larger than existing cancer screening efforts, and is in the same range as other major causes of death, including cerebrovascular disease, among persons aged 50–84 in the United States (10). These potential reductions in mortality represent the cumulative effects of stage shift among multiple cancer types simultaneously with no particular cancer type dominating the effect, and also underscore the problem of contemporary diagnosis of many cancers predominantly at stage IV (9). Furthermore, the very low false positive rate suggests a PPV of 30% to 40% is achievable under these scenarios, comparing favorably to both the cumulative false positive rate and PPVs for existing single cancer screening tests (2, 30–32).

We refined existing single-cancer screening models in several ways, including a focus on incidence rounds. Although prevalence round effects can be computed, results for incidence rounds are much less sensitive to unknown parameters. As most cancer cases will not be found at the prevalence screen (18), incidence round performance best represents the long-term stage shift and mortality reduction (15). Second, the interception model avoids using computationally expensive microsimulations by capturing the major dynamics of stage transitions in a fast model (33–35). Finally, interpreting sensitivity as a detectable fraction of a population is consistent with growth-based models (17). All of these allow extrapolation of population-scale effects that are robust to uncertainty in the natural history of each cancer type.

Our model has several important limitations stemming from its reliance on cancer registry data. We necessarily utilized historic data (2006–2015) to have sufficient follow-up for cancer mortality that may not reflect current cancer incidence, survival and usual care screening adherence. Furthermore, SEER statistics may not reflect underlying biological differences between cancers that shed cfDNA and cancers that do not. Our model included cancer types for which staging is either unconventional or not available from SEER (e.g., leukemia, myeloma), but considered them to have zero sensitivity, even though published MCED evidence (5) suggests some degree of detectability. Thus, our estimates of performance including the unstageable cancer types are slightly conservative in terms of yield, positive predictive value, and mortality benefit. We focused on persons aged 50–79 but that does not preclude the possibility of impact on persons in other age groups, especially those aged 40–49 for which existing screening recommendations cover (e.g., USPSTF cervical, American Cancer Society breast and colorectal).

Our model has several caveats as well. The duration over which cancers shed detectable biomarkers is not known, which may affect necessary screening intervals. Sensitivity in a case-control study is assumed reflective of performance in a real-world population at preclinical stages. Finally, although Liu and colleagues provide a tissue-of-origin estimate (5) that can guide downstream workup of positive cases, the complexity of diagnosis following an MCED test positive result is not yet known. Resolving some of these limitations would require interventional evidence, such as from a randomized clinical trial or real-world interventional study.

Conclusion

This new ability to efficiently model screening across all cancers allows estimation of the potential aggregate effects of a MCED test based on generally accepted assumptions about cancer natural history. This is timely given recent reports of novel blood-based tests that detect 8 to 50 or more cancer types proposed for population use (5, 36, 37). Further extensions of the model can handle important options: stratifying populations by risk, incorporation of adherence, analysis of screening intervals, and confidence intervals on results given measurement uncertainty. The primary output of the model is stage shift, and the resulting effect on mortality can be refined in future models (25). Refinements may also enable estimation of health economic benefit-cost tradeoffs in the use of a MCED test. The results shown here indicate that the potential benefit from supplementing usual care with a MCED test could include large absolute effects on population burden of late-stage cancer, and improvements in mortality.
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